
A Publication in Action 

This document provides a practical example of where a publication can be used to group some documents on the 

website. We have used an old website page for the college under revalidation: 

http://www.rcophth.ac.uk/revalidation/page.asp?section=751&sectionTitle=Quality+improvement+in+cataract+care 

 

 

This page includes four documents which are grouped together on this page. 

 

We could simply download these files from the website and save them in the media library then add them as four 

links to the version of this page on the new website: 

http://www.rcophth.ac.uk/revalidation/page.asp?section=751&sectionTitle=Quality+improvement+in+cataract+care


http://rcophth.phewinternet.com/professional-resources/revalidation/clinical-sub-specialties/cataract/quality-

improvement-in-cataract-care/ 

However since these documents are related to each other we can still upload the files to the media library but 

actually include them in a publication to group them together as a single resource of information: 

So we created a new publication with an appropriate title: 

 

 

Under the documents tab we downloaded all of those documents from the old site and uploaded them to the media 

library as normal but then added them into this publication with some titles: 

 

We did not want a cover image (but we could have added one) or a revision number so we left all of this information 

blank. 

We saved this and went into a page in the admin. 

Then when editing the applicable page we added this publication using the publication manager as discussed in the 

guide: 

Pick part of page 

 

http://rcophth.phewinternet.com/professional-resources/revalidation/clinical-sub-specialties/cataract/quality-improvement-in-cataract-care/
http://rcophth.phewinternet.com/professional-resources/revalidation/clinical-sub-specialties/cataract/quality-improvement-in-cataract-care/


Click add link 

 

Find the publication and add it 

 

Save the page 

 

 

Now if we view this page we can see all of the documents grouped together: 



 

All of these link to those documents we added in the publication manager. 

By doing this we also have automatically added the publication to the document library part of the site: 

http://rcophth.phewinternet.com/publications/ 

 

If we were to go back into that publication in the admin system and change any of the titles or the documents or add 

new documents in then anywhere we have used that special code on the site it will update automatically. 

Let’s say for example there was a new fictitious resource for cataracts called ‘Annual cataract advisory group review 

2014’ that we wanted to include.  

We can simple go into the publication again and add it: 

 

 

http://rcophth.phewinternet.com/publications/


 

Add a new document 

 

This brings up the media library where you can upload a new document or add one which is already in the system. 

 

Let’s upload one give it a category and select it 

 



 

 

 

 

We now have this added: 

 

The document itself is still in the media library it can be used anywhere on the site as normal but it has also now 

been included in this publication. If we now save this publication: 

 

 



our page which we added this publication to is automatically updated: 

 

Any other pages where we added this publication will also update automatically. 

We could have achieved the exact same result by adding a link to the document directly from the media library, 

whist editing the page, but it is evident from spending a few more moments creating a publication for this resource 

it can be updated quicker in future, especially if this resource is used in multiple parts of the site. 

 

 

 


